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Double 11 is a Middlesbrough based game developing and publishing company which started as an exclusive Sony Studio in 2009. For a 

company to be a decade old is an odd space where its just finding its feet and is yet old enough to know what’s what. 

It is typified by its logo the Eye of Horus also called the Wadjet signifying royal power, protection and health. It was initially intended to protect 

the pharaohs from harm much like the blue Persian evil eye. While the font used is unknown, it is a Sans Serif font which shows simplicity. The 

colors itself aren’t too bright or intrusive. 

The name itself is interesting in the sense that it may be derived from a personal event rather than any larger global concept. This is because 

Single’s Day, also known as Double Eleven falls on November 11th of every year as a shopping holiday in China.



The objective of the company, while not mentioned on their content channels seems to be delivering and developing 

new, innovative and clutter breaking gaming products to customers. 

Double 11 however is more of a B2B company and communicates as such on their social and digital platforms. 

The Target market from a cursory analysis from their channels is tricky to answer because it is layered. With a B2B 

presence, it is natural that their target market be larger game developing companies, they can work in collaboration 

with, large game franchises they can connect with to publish and develop, end users to whom the gaming products will 

ultimately be delivered and potential employees.

At the moment, the target market they have most actively communicated with through social and digital channels are 

potential employees.



The Small Town Team With Big Town Dreams

Since Double Eleven has no tagline, there needs to be a Big Idea that the content 
strategy can point back to in order to get its bearings. 

Keeping in mind the Double Eleven’s history and accomplishments, the above statement 
was created to act as a springboard for content ideas that may work across social 

platforms and for varying audiences. 



Double Eleven creates 

exciting things that come from 

exciting minds. This should be 

reflected in the content 

delivered on digital channels.

Speak to the audience like you’d be 

speaking to a buddy. Double Eleven is 

a creative place for creative people, 

making creative products for creative 

consumers. Keep it fun because that’s 

what creatives do.

Be the Beyonce of the gaming world. 

You may be the new-ish kids on the 

block but you know what you say 

and you say it with style. You know 

what you’re about now tell the 

world, but make sure you’re always 

approachable.



Conversational

Speak with Authority without being authoritative

Know it all without being know it alls

Aspirational and Inspirational

Inclusive & Diverse

The Small Town Team With Big Town Dreams



Facebook

2,027 Followers

LinkedIn

2,670 Followers

Twitter

5,909 Followers

YouTube

1.42k Subscribers

Currently all social media channels except YouTube are under 10k followers. This means that the social strategy used will be a 

little different in terms of frequency. The trick is to find a perfect balance where you remain in the minds of the audience 

without being an irritant. The audience may forgive over-posting from a brand they love but may unfollow one they don’t 

know within a heartbeat



Careers Posts

These are the most common posts across all social channels for Double Eleven. With a single design that is not adapted to social

channels, there are readability issues with image overlays, font size and resolution. The post on the right does show a more lifestyle 

approach to careers and what it means to work at Double Eleven but it was only one such example.



News & Collaborations

News and Collabs are the second most common pieces of content found on their social channels. There are issues with linked posts and 

often the visual which takes up the bulk of the viewing space on the screen conveys nothing.



Sales Conversion/Product Posts

Game collabs and sales which are the main selling points are few and far in between. The issue with the sales post is that it links to an 

article that further links to sales information. This is putting far too much responsibility on the reader who is more than likely to abandon 

beyond one click.



Lifestyle Posts & CSR

Collabs and lifestyle posts are rare and appear out of the blue. The post on the left is a perfect example of what should be done more while 

the one on the right can be done in a better way.



Twitter follows a cross posting strategy currently where all content that is posted on Facebook is also posted on Twitter. There are however 

retweets that allow for further engagement on their page. The Minecraft Dungeons post is a great example of how to showcase personality 

through text and is done brilliantly in their caption.

News & Collaborations



Careers and events posts are also crossposted without adaptability across platforms. There is also a lack of consistency 

in terms of brand or design guidelines. 

Careers & Work Events



Product features are also a common occurrence on Twitter but may be made more exciting with supporting content, 

discussions or simply even captions which prompt conversation within the content.

Products & PR



Double Eleven has a larger audience than Facebook here which makes sense since a lot of their content is geared towards potential employees. One 

good thing they’ve done here is show the people that work at Double Eleven allowing potential employees to be able to picture themselves as part of 

the team.

Life at Double11 Careers News



Double Eleven has no presence on Instagram. While the jury can be out on whether or not this is a necessary platform 

for Double Eleven, the case can be made that the majority of concept artists and developers often use Instagram as a 

semi portfolio and showcase their work there. By having an account on Instagram, they will not only be able to reach 

their audiences, they will also bea able to create a network of professionals, give shoutouts and even engage their 

current team members to make and share engaging content that can then be reposted on official channels.



After an audit of social channels, we can see that perhaps the biggest gap in content is the lack of presence on Instagram.

Beyond that in terms of strategy, there is a need for consistency in terms of style and design guidelines along with scalabilty across platforms. There is also a need to 

explore additional content types such as polls, stories, etc. on Facebook and Instagram. 

Another thing that’s missing is the people. Since a lot of their content is geared to businesses or potential employees, there is a need to show the faces that are in the 

company in order to breed trust and create a warmth on social platforms. It needs to be seen as a fun and excitement place to work with.

One of the biggest issues is scheduling. Posts are sporadic with large quiet spaces in between. There is a need for a routine so audiences retain memory of D11 and 

don’t feel like they suddenly come out of nowhere.





Life @ Video

Showing people

New hires & 
testimonials



Internal awards & 
events

Employee 
Generated

content

Diversity & Inclusivity

Using memes to put 
official points across



It all starts with determining the pillars that hold up social content



Hero content’s purpose is to drive 

mass awareness, designed to shock 

and inspire viewers. This is your big-

ticket featured content which aims 

to tap directly into your audience’s 

passions. It’s designed to be shared 

widely and bring new viewers. Hero 

content requires time, planning and 

a significant budget

Hub content generates brand 

awareness and increases 

engagement with your 

audiences. What do your 

customers care about? What 

do they talk about? What 

motivates them and what gets 

them thinking? These are the 

sorts of questions that form the 

basis of hub content

Hygiene content is the functional 

content that plays an important 

role in guiding customers through 

the purchasing process. It is 

designed to pull in users based on 

searches and interests



As can be seen from the above snapshots from a Sprout Social study, the ideal times to post 

on Facebook are during the week. The perfect time to post is midday on Wednesday with 

posting frequency to be as much as once per day and minimum 4 times a week.



Similar to Facebook, people seem to be most active on Instagram during the week with 

spikes at midday on Wednesday and then Friday. Instagram is more visual so posting twice 

a day should suffice with an average of perhaps 5 posts per week.



Twitter is a chatty platform with people posting up to 50 times per day. Since this seems like an unrealistic 

target to set at the get go, we start below the suggested number at 10, with 5 being original content and 

5 retweets. The number can then be increased based on resource allocation. 



This is an important platform for Double Eleven. Posting twice a 

week should more than suffice considering the kind of audience 

that is on LinkedIn but it is important to note that the content 

that is placed on LinkedIn should be thoughtful and should 

provide value to the reader/viewer.

According to Louise M, its best to have a definite schedule for 

Youtube content with content being posted atleast once a 

week. She also says that Monday and Tuesday are less than ideal 

to post while Thursday and Fridays midday are the best times to 

post on the platform.

https://louisem.com/144557/often-post-social-media


Facebook Instagram Twitter LinkedIn YouTube

Monday

Tuesday Career Post Shoutouts from 
Employees

Career Post Career Post

Wednesday Event updates Stories from the floor at 
D11

Influencer takeover Stories from the floor at 
D11

Thursday Let’s play video 
(Crosspost)

Let’s play video 
(Crosspost)

Let’s play video 
(Crosspost)

Shoutouts from 
Employees

Let’s play video 
(Crosspost)

Friday Live Video Collab Live Video Collab Message from the CEO

Saturday

Sunday



Facebook

Sales

Career

Lifestyle

Collabs

Video Let’s Plays

Live Videos/Premieres

Instagram

Lifestyle

Collabs

Videos

Stories

Live Videos

Concept Artist S/O

Dev Shoutouts

Twitter

Conversation Starters

Opinions and Polls

Video Cross posts

Retweets & Mentions

LinkedIn

Lifestyle

Work Videos

Showreel

Careers

Employee Testimonials

Business Partner Testimonials

Event Videos

PR Articles 

Newsworthy moments

Team Introductions

YouTube

Video Let’s Plays

Collabs

Live Videos

Live Q&As

Sneak Peeks & Trailers








